Introduction
The assembly process is an important manufacturing activity, in which a product is created combining the processes of design, engineering, manufacturing, and logistics in an efficient and cost-effective manner. Assembly refers to a product which comprises a set of components and their relationships, or the process the product is created. According to Samy and ElMaraghy [1] , assembly consumes up to 50% of total production time and accounts for more than 20% of total manufacturing cost.
Product modelling and assembly process planning have become active research topics since the early 1980s. The product model has emerged as a comprehensive concept for capturing geometric data and semantic information during the product lifecycle [2] . The assembly process is the result of Assembly Sequence Planning (ASP), which takes into account available assembly resources to improve design, simplify maintenance, and reduce the cost of production [3, 4] . Over the past decades, many researchers have developed various models and software solutions regarding to assembly process. The development of Computer-Aided Process Planning (CAPP) techniques has facilitated ASP by deriving the best sequence of assembly operations given the geometrical representation of the assembly [5] .
Although these models and techniques have been extensively investigated, inherent limitations in the existing work still exist when it comes to the knowledge sharing between the product model and assembly process planning. Effective reasoning of such knowledge also remains to be addressed. Product design relies on geometric information of the product, whereas assembly process planning is based on both the process information and the underlying geometric information in product models. Shape, posi-tion, contact and mobility of parts are main factors that must be considered in an assembly process. ASP needs to incorporate such information to enrich the semantics in model representation and enhance the decision-making capabilities. Moreover, ontology modelling, as one of the commonly used modelling methods in data management, can express unified, structural and semantic information and it allows for reasoning capabilities due to the formal and logic-based specifications underlying in the information model. In other words, it makes the implicit information explicit [6] .
In this context, a geometry enhanced ontology modelling and reasoning framework for ASP is proposed in this paper. In the framework, the ontology model of assembly operations is established considering product geometry. A reasoning mechanism is also proposed to infer the sequence of assembly operations based on predefined rules and the ontology model. The overall paper is structured as follows: Section 2 highlights the research background of the ontology-based modelling, representation and reasoning framework in the context of ASP; Section 3 explains the proposed ontology modelling and reasoning framework for ASP along with the discussion of construction of rules and RUs; a case study is given in Section 4 to validate the framework and the conclusion is drawn in Section 5.
Literature Review
Ontology is a formal way to represent knowledge within a given domain. As it enables concept elicitation and generalization, and offers more explicitness to define properties and relationships between the concepts, multiple ontologies and data models have been developed to represent each stage of product life cycle over the past decade. Moreover, it supports inference through deductive reasoning, thus has been applied in many domains such as medical information science, geographic information system, enterprise modelling, organization learning, and software engineering [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] .
The traditional approaches for assembly modelling and ASP mainly focused on the relations among parts of a product. The concept of assembly precedence relations (APRs) was proposed to express the precedence relations among parts in an assembly by answering a series of structured questions [13] . Graph-based methodologies, such as liaison sequence graph (LSG) and AND/OR graph [14, 15] , have also been proposed to deduce feasible assembly sequences in a graphical way. In order to integrate knowledge in the decision-making of ASP, Zha et al. [16] proposed a novel approach for the automatic generation, selection and evaluation of assembly plans, but the approach was inefficient due to limitations in modelling techniques. It is therefore highly imperative that knowledge is integrated in ASP via an efficient reasoning mechanism to better support decision-making in later design stages.
However, few researches can be found on knowledge representation of assembly process planning and the inference of assembly process planning information from geometrical product model. Therefore, ontologies that enable the description of more de-tailed information are drawing increased research attention. As one of the pillars for semantic web, ontology enriches knowledge representation [17] . It enhances a comprehensive information model or knowledge model thereby reducing ambiguity [18] . Ontology also gains its application in the manufacturing domain to formalize domain concepts and processes. NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) proposed PSL (Process Specification Language), which is an interexchange format designed to help exchange process information automatically among a wide variety of manufacturing applications such as process modelling, process planning, scheduling, simulation, workflow, project management, and business process re-engineering tools [19] . A STEP-based ontology named OntoSTEP was proposed to translate the product geometric information in STEP file into ontology [20] . Panetto et al. [21] proposed a productdriven ontology, ONTO-PDM, for product data management interoperability within manufacturing environment. In engineering product design, Chang et al. [22] proposed a graphical modelling tool to support conceptual design. Kitamura et al. [23, 24, 25] proposed an ontology-based framework that can represent product functional design, functional design knowledge and functional structure recognition. While in the domain of process planning, Bock and Gruninger [26] showed how manufacturing knowledge can be expressed by the PSL ontology. Cochrane et al. [27] proposed a PSL-based ontology to indicate process planning knowledge.
As the decision-making process is highly related to knowledge modelling, there have been many researches on the knowledge modelling for assembly process planning. Holland et al. [28] established feature models for single-part and assemblies and discussed their application in assembly process planning. Zhao and Liu [29, 30] proposed an Ontology Web Language (OWL) representation methodology for an Express-driven product information model. Rachuri et al. [31] established the Open Assembly Model (OAM), which is an assembly model based on the NIST Core Product Model (NIST -CPM). Defined with an object-oriented representation, it covers assembly function, form and behaviour. With an open structure, it could be applied in a collaborative environment. Although the model is relatively complete for representing the geometric assembly information, some implicit geometric information underlying in the product model is not well considered. Gruhier et al. [32] introduced a formal ontology-based on spatiotemporal mereotopology in the context of integrated assembly design and sequence planning. Yu et al. [33] also worked on assembly ontology for ASP of a ball valve assembly.
An obvious limitation of the above mentioned researches is their lack of support for reasoning and inference mechanisms. Therefore, some researchers from NIST proposed to transform existing assembly model-CPM and OAM, from UML model to ontology model, and to develop reasoning techniques based on the ontology model [34] . Kim et al. [35] proposed the Assembly Relation Model (ARM) to represent the assembly information based on spatial relations between parts and features, thus a reasoning mechanism is developed through ontology representation of the ARM [36] . Noh et al. [37] proposed a framework for collaborative product engineering environments by combining a product information model with a rule-based model using Description Frame Logic. Samer et al. [38] enhanced the collaboration among designers by defining feature-based ontology model and Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL). Zhu et al. [39] proposed an ontology reasoning mechanism to infer the implicit information in the product model and implemented a layered semantic application architecture for the reasoning unit to query and reason assembly information from CAD systems. However, the description of the geometric information is not deep enough in the reviewed works.
Geometry Enhanced Ontology Modelling and Reasoning Framework for ASP
In order to enrich the semantics in ASP and to improve reasoning of the implicit knowledge underlying in the existing data, a geometry enhanced ontology modelling and reasoning framework is proposed in this paper, which takes advantage of the geometric information and shape representation to better specify product assemblability. The framework is composed of two main parts:
(1)
An ontology model that depicts the terminology and data structure for ASP; (2) A reasoning mechanism that infers the underlying relations among the existing data. These contents will be discussed in the following sections.
As illustrated in Figure 1 , in the proposed framework, the information from product model is parsed, imported and stored as the ontology data, which contains many implicit relations between product structure, product geometry and the assembly sequence. Based on predefined rules and reasoning units established according to the assembly process knowledge, new relations will be inferred from the implicit relations to support efficient decision-making for ASP.
{Please insert Fig. 1 about here}
As the foundation of the modelling and reasoning framework for ASP, the ontology model contains the key concepts of assembly operations and the relations between them. These concepts and relations should be clarified and well organized within the ontology model in order to ensure the completeness. OWL-DL is applied in this paper as the modelling language for building up the ontology model. As one of the most widely used ontology modelling languages proposed by World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), OWL-DL ensures the universality of the model. The Directed Graph is also utilized to graphically represent the OWL-DL model [40] . Figure 2 is an example of the directed graph.
{Please insert Fig. 2 about here}
As depicted in Figure 2 , the ontology structure is organized with class, property and individual. Concept is represented by class, while individual is an instance of a class. Property includes object property and data property. It founds relationships be-tween two resources.The object property links two individuals and the data property links an individual with a specific type of data.
What distinguishes the OWL-DL model from object oriented model is the ability to describe properties and their restrictions. Property descriptions describe properties in a global context while property restrictions describe properties within the context of a specific class.
Property description and property restriction together enrich the semantics within the relationships between concepts. In later stages, through the processing and reasoning of inference engines, some underlying relationships will inferred to support decisionmaking.
OWL-DL Representation of the Ontology Model for ASP
In order to represent the ontology model for ASP, some concepts should be clarified. Classes representing these concepts can be sorted as: (a) assembly structure; (b) assembly process; (c) assembly position and orientation; and (d) assembly entity geometry, with each class having its subclasses, as shown in the class hierarchy in Figure  3 .
{Please insert Fig. 3 about here}
Assembly Structure
Assembly structure conveys the structure information of the assembly from product design to assembly process planning. A product is generally composed of parts and components, while components can be further decomposed into parts or lower-level components. The relative position and orientation of parts and components are defined by geometric constraints. Table 1 illustrates the properties defined in the OWL-DL ontology model of assembly structure as well as the classes linked by them. According to the hierarchy of the assembly structure, the relations between classes like Product, Part and Component are established through properties like isComposedOf and compose. Constraints are defined between these classes by specifying a hasConstraint or constrains property. isComposedOf and compose are defined as inverse properties by imposing the property description owl:inverseOf between them, so it is with hasConstraint and constrains.
{Please insert Tab. 1 about here}
Assembly Process
Assembly process conveys the information that connects assembly structure, assembly resources and other information together in a logical and time-sequenced way. It consists of a series of basic elements, namely assembly operations. In an assembly operation, a specific part or component is assembled using certain resources. Each assem-bly operation has logical relations (before, after) and time relations (start time, end time) with another. Table 2 illustrates the properties defined in the OWL-DL ontology model of assembly process, together with the classes linked by them. Figure 4 further represents the OWL-DL model of assembly process using directed graph. The start and end time of an assembly operation is indicated by data properties-beginAt and endAt that belong to a dateTime data type. Before and after, as two object properties that connect two assembly operations, define the sequence of operations. The assembly structure to be assembled in each operation is defined with the assembling property, while the assembly resource to be used is defined with the use property. Property descriptions and restrictions are added to fully represent the relations between different assembly operations, as well as the corresponding assembly structure and assembly resource used in them. 
Assembly Position and Orientation
Many aspects of assembly process planning, such as relative positioning of parts and assembly path planning, depend on the position and orientation of parts or components. In order to express the position and orientation of a rigid body geometrical entity, two coordinate systems (CS) are defined: an absolute CS in 3D environment and a relative CS fixed on the entity. The coordinate of the relative CS origin in the absolute CS defines the position of the entity while its orientation is defined by the yaw, pitch and roll angles of the relative CS.
Hence the position and orientation ontology in OWL-DL could be built, as shown in Table 3 .
{Please insert Tab. 3 about here}

Assembly Entity Geometry
Assembly Entity Geometry contains detailed geometric information of the product, part or component. Based on STEP AP 203, assembly entity geometry is represented by some basic geometric elements such as closed shell, face bound, edge loop and so on. The OWL-DL model of assembly entity geometry can be indicated by the properties and classed as shown in Table 4 . The geometric information can be obtained from a STEP file, which is supported by most mainstream CAD software packages, and then organized as such in ontology models.
{Please insert Tab. 4 about here}
Ontology Reasoning for ASP
Apart from the explicit relations established in the ontology model, there remains substantial implicit relations within the model, especially those underlying between the geometric elements. These relations could be inferred through a reasoning mechanism to support decision-making in assembly process planning. The ontology and assembly sequence reasoning mechanism will be discussed in the following sections.
The Ontology Reasoning Mechanism
The ontology model based on OWL-DL is composed of a set of triples, with each triple represented as (x,R,y) or R(x,y), in which x and y denote two individuals related to property R. Thus, the reasoning process of implicit relations can be described by the mathematical model as explained in Equation 
In Eq. 1, Rt(x,y) is the outcome of reasoning. OntIndividuals represent the collection of all individuals. FactBase is a collection of all the explicit individuals and properties, while InferBase denotes the collection of properties that has been inferred. Each line in the equation represents a constraint, in which Pij(xij,yij) is the jth premise in ith constraint, and Ri is the inferred result of the ith constraint. In each constraint, all premises shall be true to ensure the correct result of inference.
To elaborate, the reasoning mechanism can be depicted with the following steps:
Step 1: Instantiate all the explicit individuals and the properties between them in the existing information, since these individuals and properties compose the facts for reasoning, as denoted by FactBase in the mathematical model.
Step 2: Define the semantic web rules according to the assembly knowledge. The assembly knowledge can be expressed as constraint equations in Eq. 1, which serve as semantic web rules and can be interpreted with the Semantic Web Rule Language (SWRL). SWRL can be recognized by a rule-based reasoning engine such as Pellet [41] . Based on the rules defined in SWRL, the engine can infer the implicit relations between individuals, thus creating new triples to compose the InferBase as defined in Eq. 1. For instance, a rule in SWRL defines that if there exist a relation between two individuals A and B, and another relation between individuals B and C, a new triple will be formed inferring a relationship between A and C.
Step3: Query the result by defining an objective function as shown in Eq. 1. Then the Semantic Query-Enhanced Web Rule Language (SQWRL) could be utilized to query the triples that satisfy the objective function. Based on this ontology reasoning mechanism, this paper will discuss the reasoning strategies in the planning of assembly sequence.
Enhanced Reasoning with RU
Traditional SWRL can represent simple rules and logic, while the reasoning of relations between geometric information of product and its assembly process calls for complex computational and decision-making efforts. Therefore, in this paper, the concept of geometry enhanced RU is proposed to enhance the knowledge representation and reasoning capabilities of the ontology-based mechanism.
RU is an extension of rules. As shown previously in Eq. 1, rules are defined based on the judgment of several premises. Each premise has input and output parameters, returning a Boolean value to signify whether the premise is true. Similar to the structure of a premise, an RU also has these parameters and returns a value. Taking advantage of the Custom Built-in Mechanism of SWRL, RU encapsulates complex algorithms, equations and logical judgments through computer programs, which greatly reinforces the reasoning capabilities of SWRL and simplifies the representation. According to their functionalities, the geometry enhanced RUs can be classified into complex algorithms (e.g. calculation of bounding boxes), complex logical judgments (e.g. identification of assembly constraints, in which a series of judgments are made according to the given conditions to decide whether certain constraints exist between two assembly components), and complex equations (e.g. equations for the calculation of relative position of assembly components, in which the distance between the bounding boxes of the components are calculated to decide their relative position).
The RU applied in this paper utilizes the geometric information extracted from STEP files as input parameters, while the computation and logical judgment with the built-in programs, inferred results such as assembly constraints, bounding boxes, relative position of parts and components are output to support the decision-making in ASP.
Assembly Sequence reasoning
Assembly sequence, as a fundamental information in assembly process planning, specifies the logical and time sequence of assembly operations. The design of assembly sequence should be carried out under comprehensive consideration of assembly structure, assembly geometry and relative position of assembly components.
For the proposed framework, the inference engine infers all the implicit relations between individuals according to the rules and existing information. Some of the rules are listed in Table 5 . Thereafter, an objective function defined by SQWRL queries the inferred sequence between assembly operations. Since the sequence relations between AssemblyOperation individuals are identified according to their before properties, the individual that owns the largest number of before properties should be assembled first. Thus, the sequence can be determined by sorting the individuals in a descending order of the number of before properties that they have. Accordingly, the objective function can be written in SQWRL as:
AssemblyOperation (?x) ∧ before (?x,?y)  sqwrl:select (?x) ∧ sqwrl:count (?y)
By executing Eq. 2, a list of assembly operation instances will be returned showing all the AssemblyOperation individuals and the number of before properties that each individual owns in descending order. Thus, the assembly sequence could be identified from the list.
{Please insert Tab. 5 about here}
Case Study
The ASP of a transmission is shown as an example to illustrate how the geometry enhanced ontology modelling and reasoning framework works. The structure of the transmission is shown in Figure 5 .
{Please insert Fig. 5 about here}
First, the existing data, including the product structure and geometry information extracted from the STEP files are imported and stored into the ontology model as the facts for reasoning. Thereafter, rules are defined according to the available knowledge and related RUs are developed for the processing of product geometry information. In addition to the common rules illustrated in Table 5 , some specific rules applied in this case study are defined in Table 6 . Based on the existing data, rules and reasoning units, the inference engine Pellet is used to infer the implicit sequence relations between assembly operations and the inferred the results are queried through SQWRL.
{Please insert Tab. 6 about here}
The inferred assembly sequence of the product is as follows:
Shaft  right and left bearing right cover screws for the right cover  key for the driving wheel driving wheel left cover  screws for the left cover  key for the gear gear
The sequence is then validated by an assembly process simulation software-DELMIA. The simulation result shows that the inferred sequence is acceptable without causing any clash or interference during the assembly process, thus proving the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
Conclusion
In this paper, a geometry enhanced ontology modelling and reasoning framework is proposed for ASP, which includes an ontology model for assembly operation and an ontology reasoning mechanism for the inference of assembly sequence based on established rules and RUs. The ontology model is highly flexible and customized, due to its extendibility. Main concepts and relations in the domain of product modelling and assembly process planning, such as product structure and assembly process, are described in this framework. Information, such as assembly entity geometry, assembly position and orientation information, is also included in this model, which enhances its ability for geometric representation.
An ontology reasoning mechanism is further proposed using SWRL as a rule description language to make the implicit knowledge explicit. The RUs are also incorporated in this mechanism to enhance its ability in the processing of geometric information. Thus, the implicit relations underlying in the geometric information can be inferred from the ontology data to support automatic decision-making in ASP. A case study is provided to implement the models and methods proposed in this framework in the ASP of a transmission. The result proves the validity of the proposed framework. Moreover, the proposed framework overcomes some inherent limitations in existing models by taking into consideration of geometric information. However, more efforts are needed to complete the representation of assembly process and to incorporate more practical knowledge for ASP. Figure 1 .
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